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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents Spatial CLS, an extension of the Calculus of Looping Sequences (CLS)
with spatial features. Spatial CLS allows keeping track of the position of biological elements
in a continuous space (2D or 3D) as time passes. The movement of elements in the space
can be precisely described, and elements can interact when constraints on their positions
are satisfied such as, for example, if two elements are close enough. As for CLS, membranes
and elements inside them can be directly modeled in the syntax.
Spatial CLS allows describing the space occupied by elements and membranes. The
space occupied by different objects is always kept disjoint. The validity of this constraint is
ensured at all times by the semantics of the calculus. In order to model specific behaviors,
themodeler can provide an algorithm to rearrange the position of objects in case of a space
conflict. Being an extension of CLS, Spatial CLS provides a simple and powerful syntax,
based on rewrite rules, for describing the possible reactions among elements of a system.
Moreover, rewrite rules are endowed with a stochastic reaction rate parameter.
The aim of Spatial CLS is to enable a more accurate description of those biological
processes whose behavior depends on the exact position of the elements. As example
applications of the calculus, we present a model of cell proliferation, and a model of the
quorum sensing process in Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The study of biological systems has traditionally involved the development of mathematical models (e.g. differential
equations) for the description and analysis of their behavior. New approaches for the modeling of biological processes have
been recently proposed, which involve the use of modeling formalisms of computer science, such as process calculi [1–7],
automata-based models [8,9], and rewrite systems [10–15]. Their use comprises the development of simulators, and the
analysis of the systems and the verification of their properties by means of computer science, such as probabilistic model
checking [16]. Among the simulators we cite SPiM [17] and BioSPI [18], both for (stochastic) π-calculus, SCLSm [19] for
Stochastic Calculus of Looping Sequence, and the P System Modeling Framework [20], Psim [21,22], and P-Lingua [23–25]
for P systems.
Recently, in order to model the protein chemistry of biological cells for phenomena where spatial effects are important,
particle-based simulators have been developed [26,27] and extensions of the π-calculus with spatial features have been
proposed [28–30]. Other approaches dealing with spatial aspects, that have been used for describing biological systems,
include cellular automata [31–33], and models based on differential equations, such as those describing the reaction
diffusion process and spatial pattern formation [34,35].
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The Calculus of Looping Sequences (CLS) [12–14] allows the modeling of biological systems and of their evolution. It
is based on term rewriting, hence a CLS model is composed of a term, which describes the biological system, and a set of
rewrite rules, modeling its evolution. Two kinds of structures are provided by the calculus: sequences, used to represent
simple entities of biological systems, such as proteins and DNA strands, and looping sequences that can be used to model
more complex structures such as membranes.
In this paper we present the Spatial Calculus of Looping Sequences (Spatial CLS), which extends CLS by allowing spatial
information to be associated with CLS structures when this information is relevant for determining the system behavior.
In Spatial CLS, all structures are embedded in an Euclidean space, which may be either 2D or 3D according to the needs of
the modeler. Structures are associated with a precise position in space, and their movement can be precisely described. The
interaction can be constrained to the position of the involved elements. As an example, we can impose that a protein can
enter a cell membrane only if it is within a certain distance from the membrane itself. Both deterministic and stochastic
motions of elements can be described.
An important feature of the Spatial CLS is the description of the space occupied by the elements, with the constraint that
there cannot be any conflict between the space occupied by different elements. In particular, an ‘‘exclusion space’’ can be
associated with elements, which is either circular or spherical, according to the dimension of the considered space (2D/3D).
The semantics ensures that no space conflicts between elements arise during the evolution of the system. The calculus allows
the use of different strategies to rearrange the elements, in case of a space conflict. The semantics prescribes that, if no valid
arrangement can be found, then the event that would cause the conflict cannot occur. Finally, rewrite rules are endowed
with kinetic parameters describing their stochastic application rate.
The aim of Spatial CLS is to enable a more accurate description of those biological processes whose behavior depends on
the exact position of the elements. This high level of accuracy is especially useful for cell biology, where there can be a high
degree of spatial organization and molecular species may be distributed not uniformly in the space [36]. Such descriptions
can then be used to simulate the systems, so as to obtain a faithful representation of their evolution. Handling spatial
information in a simulator may have a high computational cost. However, Spatial CLS allows specifying spatial information
only for those elements for which such information is relevant, thus enabling the modeler to mix descriptions at different
levels of abstraction. As example applications of the calculuswepresent amodel of cell proliferation, as it happens during the
development of a biological tissue, and amodel of the quorum sensing process in P. aeruginosa. In the case of cell proliferation,
we formalize an algorithm for the rearrangement of the objects in the system, which tries to resolve space conflicts by
simulating the movement of elements as if they push each other when their exclusion spaces overlap. We show the results
of simulation of the two models.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2we recall the definition of the variant of the Calculus of Looping Sequences
used as the basis for the extension into the Spatial CLS. Then, in Section 3, we introduce the syntax of Spatial CLS and,
in Section 4 we present the formal definition of the semantics. Section 5 provides a definition of the Arrange algorithm,
used by the semantics to perform a rearrangement of elements in case of space conflicts. Finally, in Section 6, we show
some examples of applying the features of the calculus to biological modeling, and present the complete models of cell
proliferation and the quorum sensing process, along with the results of their simulations.
2. The Calculus of Looping Sequences
We recall the variant of the Calculus of Looping Sequences (CLS) called CLS+ [13], which forms the basis of our spatial
extension into Spatial CLS. In the definition of CLS+, we assume an infinite alphabet of symbols E (ranged over by a, b, c, . . .)
for constructing sequences. A CLS term provides a static view of the system by describing objects and their containment
relations. Formally, each object is modeled as a sequence of symbols, and two kinds of sequences are provided: simple
sequences and looping sequences. Simple sequences are meant to model simple biological entities, such as proteins and
DNA strands, while looping sequences allow modeling membranes, thus providing a containment relation.
A CLSmodel is composed of a term, which describes the initial state of the biological system, and of a collection of rewrite
rules, describing the possible interactions among the elements and how they evolve. The semantics is given as a transition
system describing the possible evolutions of the system, where states are CLS terms, and each transition corresponds to the
application of a rewrite rule to the term.
Formally, the syntax of CLS+ terms is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Terms). Terms T , branes B and sequences S of CLS+ are given by the following grammar:
T ::= S  BL ⌋ T  T | T
B ::= S  B | B
S ::= ϵ  a  S · S
The sets of all terms, branes and sequences are denoted by T ,B and S, respectively. Note thatB ⊂ T .
The sequencing operator _ · _ can be used to build sequences of symbols in E and ϵ denotes the empty sequence, that
is a concatenation of zero symbols. For constructing terms, we have a looping operator

_
L, a containment operator _ ⌋ _
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and a parallel composition operator _ | _. A term may contain simple sequences S and looping sequences BL ⌋ T . The
containment operator ⌋ allows the representation of compartments; in fact, a looping sequence BL ⌋ T usually models a
membrane with a surface modeled by B (a parallel composition of sequences) and a content modeled by T . We distinguish
between branes B and terms T in order to prevent the possibility of having looping sequences appearing on the surface of
another membrane. However, according to syntax definition, note that each brane is also a valid term, thusB ⊂ T .
Since, in CLS+, looping _L and containment _ ⌋ _ are always applied together, we consider them as a single binary
operator which applies to a brane and to a term. Brackets can be used to indicate the order of application of the operators,
and

_
L ⌋ _ is assumed to have precedence over _ | _.
Note that a looping term abstracts a real membrane, and the elements appearing on the surface of the membrane itself
are only the ones which are crucial to describe the system. For this reason, elements which are not involved in the modeled
process, are not usually represented.
The structural congruence relation on terms identifies syntactically different terms that conceptually represent the same
structure.
Definition 2.2 (Structural Congruence). The structural congruence relations on sequences ≡S and terms ≡T are the least
congruences satisfying the following rules:
S1 · (S2 · S3) ≡S (S1 · S2) · S3 S · ϵ ≡S ϵ · S ≡S S S1 ≡S S2 ⇒ S1 ≡T S2
T | ϵ ≡T T T1 | (T2 | T3) ≡T (T1 | T2) | T3 T1 | T2 ≡T T2 | T1.
The structural congruence states the associativity of both the sequencing and the parallel operator, the commutativity of
the latter, and the neutral role of ϵ.
The evolution of a system is described by a set of rewrite rules, modeling reactions among system elements. A rule is
composed of a pair of patterns (terms with variables) with the intuitive meaning that, if the first pattern occurs in a portion
of the system, then that portion can be modified according to the second pattern.
We assume the following infinite and pairwise disjoint sets of variables:X for element variables x, y, . . .; SV for sequence
variablesx,y, . . .; BV for brane variables X, Y , . . .; and TV for term variables X, Y , . . .. We denote the set of all variables by
V . We distinguish among different kinds of pattern, as in the following definitions.
Definition 2.3 (Brane and Sequence Patterns). Brane patterns BP and sequence patterns SP are given by the following
grammar:
BP ::= SP  BP | BP SP ::= ϵ  a  SP · SP  x  x
We denote the sets of all brane and sequence patterns withBP and SP , respectively.
Definition 2.4 (Term Patterns). Left patterns PL and right patterns PR are given by the following grammar:
PL ::= SP
 BPLXL ⌋ PLX  PL | PL
BPLX ::= BP
 BP | X
PLX ::= PL
 PL | X
PR ::= SP
 BPRXL ⌋ PR  PR | PR  X  X
BPRX ::= BP
 BPRX | X
We denote the sets of all left and right patterns with PL and PR, respectively. We assume brane patterns to be a subset of
left and right patterns, i.e.BP ⊂ PL(⊂ PR).
The set of all variables appearing in a pattern P is denoted by Var(P). We also assume the structural congruence relation to
be extended to patterns.
A CLS+ term evolves by applying rewrite rules to it. A rewrite rule is a pair of patterns (PL, PR), usually written as PL → PR,
such that PL ≢ ϵ and Var(PR) ⊆ Var(PL). If PL and PR are indeed brane patterns, then the rule is called brane (rewrite) rule.
Given a pattern, wemay obtain a term by applying an instantiation function σ : V → T , describing the bindings between
variables and their values. This application, denoted by Pσ , replaces each occurrence of v ∈ Var(P) in P with σ(v). For
example, we can instantiate the pattern P = a ·x | XL ⌋ (c | Y )with instantiation σ = {(x, b ·b), (X, a ·b ·b | d ·b ·b), (Y , c |
d)} obtaining the term Pσ = a · b · b | a · b · b | d · b · bL ⌋ (c | c | d). An instantiation function σ must respect the type
of variables, namely for all x ∈ X,x ∈ SV , X ∈ BV , and X ∈ TV we have σ(x) ∈ E , σ(x) ∈ S, σ(X) ∈ B, and σ(X) ∈ T ,
respectively. The set of all instantiations is denoted byΣ .
A rewrite rule PL → PR states that a term PLσ , obtained by instantiating variables in PL by some instantiation function σ ,
can be transformed into the term PRσ . Thus, a term T may evolve to another term T ′ by applying a rewrite rule to a subterm
of T .
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The use of different kinds of pattern allows us to constrain the occurrences of variables inside a term, which allows
a simpler definition of the semantics. First of all, brane and term variables may occur only on branes and inside looping
sequences, respectively. Then, as regards left patterns, term variables are not allowed at top-level, and at most one brane or
term variable is allowed in each compartment. We do not allow term variables on branes: this ensures that the application
of a rewrite rule never yields an invalid term, i.e. a termwith looping sequences on branes. For the same reason, we identify
brane rewrite rules BP1 → BP2 as the only kind of rules that can be applied to branes.
As explained in [37], the constraints introduced do not restrict the expressive power of the calculus for modeling
biological systems. In fact, they rule out cases which are not biologically reasonable, such as reactions involving an uncertain
number of reactants, or reactions between two arbitrary portions of the content of a membrane.
The semantics of the calculus is given as a transition system, in which states correspond to terms, and each transition
→ represents the application of a rewrite rule. The definition uses the auxiliary transition relation→B , that describes the
evolution of branes (ensuring that only brane rewrite rules can be applied to their elements).
Definition 2.5 (Semantics). Given a set of rewrite rulesR, letRB denote its subset of all and only brane rules (RB ⊆ R).
The semantics of CLS+ is the least transition relation→ on terms closed under ≡T and satisfying the following inference
rules:
P1 → P2 ∈ R P1σ ≢ ϵ σ ∈ Σ
P1σ → P2σ
T1 → T ′1
T1 | T2 → T ′1 | T2
BP1 → BP2 ∈ RB BP1σ ≢ ϵ σ ∈ Σ
BP1σ →B BP2σ
B1 →B B′1
B1 | B2 →B B′1 | B2
T1 → T2
B
L ⌋ T1 → BL ⌋ T2 B →B B
′
B
L ⌋ T → B′L ⌋ T
As an example, let T = a · b · b | d · bL ⌋ (c | d) and let a ·x | XL ⌋ (c | Y ) → d ·x | XL ⌋ Y be a rewrite rule modeling
the formation of a complex on amembrane by the interaction of an element a ·x on the membrane with an element c inside
the membrane. By applying the rule to T , we obtain

d · b · b | d · bL ⌋ d, where d · b · b is the resulting complex.
3. The Spatial CLS
The Spatial CLS extends the Calculus of Looping Sequences by enriching sequences and membranes with spatial
information. In particular, elements are embedded in a two-dimensional or three-dimensional space, which is chosen by
the modeler depending on the characteristics of the system to be modeled. Each simple sequence and looping sequence
(collectively called objects in the following), which are used to model entities of the biological system, can have a precise
position associatedwith it. Besides having a position, themovement of each object, as time passes, can be precisely described
by associating a movement function with objects. This movement function can be used to model different kinds of motion,
such as Brownian motion (see Section 6).
Rewrite rules modeling reactions are extended to allow taking into account the position of the interacting elements.
Constraints on the positions of elements involved in a reaction can be precisely described. Borrowing from Stochastic
CLS [37], rewrite rules are endowed with a stochastic reaction rate parameter, describing the propensity of application of
the rule.
For maximum flexibility, it is possible to avoid keeping track of the position of some elements. Objects of the calculus
are distinguished between positional elements and non-positional elements. Positional elements are as already described,
while non-positional elements have neither an associated position nor a movement function. Non-positional elements are
assumed to be homogeneously distributed in the compartment, and their behavior is analogous to that of Stochastic CLS
elements. In this way, the modeler can choose the most appropriate level of abstraction for describing (different parts of) a
biological system.
Finally, Spatial CLS allows describing the space occupied by the elements. For the sake of simplicity, the space occupied
by an element is described by a real-valued radius parameter, modeling an ‘‘exclusion space’’ around the position of the
element. According to the dimensions (2D or 3D) used in the model, this exclusion space is represented either as a circle
or as a sphere, centered in the position of the element. We provide a notion of well-formedness of terms, which captures
the constraint that different objects are not too close one another, ensuring that their exclusion spaces are always kept
disjoint.
The semantics also allows for a rearrangement of the elements in case of a space conflict. The modeler can define the
most appropriate algorithm for arranging the objects, according to his/her needs. In Section 5 we provide an example of
definition of the arrange algorithm which tries to find a conflict-free configuration by simulating the movement of objects
as if they push each other when they are too close. This algorithm is used in the model of cell proliferation.
In the following,we present the syntax of the calculus for terms and rewrite rules, in their full detail. The formal semantics
of Spatial CLS is then presented in the subsequent Section 4.
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3.1. Formal definition
The definition of Spatial CLS is based on CLS+, recalled in Section 2. The syntax of terms is an extension of that of CLS+,
where objects (simple and looping sequences) are enriched with spatial information. We assume an alphabet of symbols
E (as in CLS+), a setM of names for movement functions, and a set Υ used to capture the internal state of a movement
function.
Definition 3.1. Terms T , branes B and sequences S of Spatial CLS are defined as:
T ::= λ  Sd  BLd ⌋ T  T | T
B ::= Sd  B | B
S ::= ϵ  a  S · S
where d ∈ D = ((Rn × (M × Υ ) ∪ {·})×R+, with n ∈ {2, 3}. The set of all sequences, branes and terms are denoted by S,
B and T , respectively. Similarly to CLS+ (Definition 2.1), note thatB ⊂ T .
The term λ denotes the empty term, while ϵ denotes the empty sequence. The parameter d associated with the elements
describes their spatial information. In Spatial CLS each term encoding a simple sequence

S

d or looping sequence

B
L
d has
an associated spatial representation, modeling the space occupied by the element.
The distinction between positional and non-positional elements depends on the form of the parameter d, associated with
elements. In the case of positional elements, the parameter d is of the form d = ⟨[p,m], r⟩, where: p represents the position
of the elements, m denotes the movement function, and r is the radius of the exclusion space of the element. Because we
assume that models are always given in either two-dimensional or three-dimensional space, the position p is expressed as
a vector of either R2 or R3. For non-positional elements, their positional information is of the form d = ⟨·, r⟩, where the
position and movement function are replaced by a special symbol ‘·’ (dot). Note that the information on the radius is kept,
as it expresses the space occupied by the element.
In the case of looping sequences

_
L
d ⌋ _ the radius r also describes the space available inside the membrane for the
contained elements. The position of positional elements contained inside a looping sequence, or appearing on its brane,
is relative to the center of the looping sequence itself. In this way, if the position of a looping sequence is updated, all its
internal elements are moved together with it, without having to update their positions.
Parameter m denotes a pair composed of the name of a movement function n ∈ M, and a υ ∈ Υ capturing the internal
state of the movement function. Each n ∈ M denotes a function nfun describing the movement of an element over time.
In particular, nfun computes a tuple (P,Π, υ), where P ⊆ Rn are the possible resulting positions for the element,Π : P →
[0, 1] is a probability distribution function describing the probability of reaching each one of the possible positions p′ ∈ P ,
and υ is the new updated state of the movement function. We assume the set P of resulting positions to be finite.
A movement function (P,Π, υ ′) = nfun(p, r, x, l, t, δt, υ) describes the possible resulting positions of the element after
a time interval δt from the current time t , by also taking into account the following parameters: (i) its current position
p ∈ Rn; (ii) its radius r ∈ R+; (iii) a parameter x ∈ {in, on} specifying if the element appears on the surface or inside a
membrane; (iv) a parameter l ∈ R+ ∪ {∞}, specifying the radius of the parent membrane; (v) the previous internal state
υ of the movement function. In particular, value on of parameter x denotes that the element appears on the surface of a
membrane, whereas value in denotes that the element is either inside a membrane with radius l, or at top-level (in such
case x = in, l = ∞). The parameter υ and return value υ ′ allow the function to maintain an internal state between each
evaluation.
This formalization of Spatial CLS allows direct description of stochastic motions. This feature is particularly important for
modeling biological systems, as it allows representing common non-deterministic movements, such as Brownian motion.
See Section 6 for examples of definitions of movement function.
The calculus also provides the following structural congruence relations.
Definition 3.2. The structural congruence relations on sequences ≡S and on terms ≡T are the least congruences satisfying
the following rules:
S1 · (S2 · S3) ≡S (S1 · S2) · S3 S · ϵ ≡S ϵ · S ≡S S
S1 ≡S S2 ⇒

S1

d ≡T

S2

d
T | λ ≡T T T1 | (T2 | T3) ≡T (T1 | T2) | T3 T1 | T2 ≡T T2 | T1.
3.2. Well-formed terms
Spatial CLS allows representing the space occupied by an element by defining an exclusion space around it. As we have
anticipated, the exclusion space ismodeled as a circle (in 2D) or a sphere (in 3D), described by the radius parameter. Formally,
we define the set of well-formed terms, which captures the constraint that different elements cannot have overlapping
exclusion spaces. Actually, we define a rather strict notion of well-formed terms, which also takes into account the space
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available inside looping sequences, by requiring that there is enough room to accommodate all the internal elements
(both positional and non-positional). Note, however, that different definitions of well-formedness of terms can be used
if necessary.
As regards positional elements, we introduce the following constraints:
• elements inside a membrane (or at top-level) must not occupy the same space;
• elements of a brane must not occupy the same space;
• elements of a brane must not occupy the space of any other element either inside or outside the membrane;
• elements inside a membrane must not exceed the limits of the exclusion space representing the membrane;
• the center of the elements of a brane must be located exactly at a distance r from brane center, where r is the radius of
the exclusion space.
Moreover, we want to ensure that the space occupied by all the elements in a membrane does not exceed the volume of
the membrane. To take into account the space occupied by non-positional elements, we assume a function SpaceCheck that
determines whether there is enough space in a membrane for all the elements inside it and for all those on its surface.
The described constraints are captured by the following definition of well-formedness, where we assume the function
dist : Rn × Rn → R+ that gives the Euclidean distance between two points.
Definition 3.3 (Well-formed Terms). The set of well-formed terms is defined as1
Tw = {T ∈ T | ∃I ∈ I. I |= T }
where I = P(J ×P(J)), J = (Rn ∪ {·}) × R+, and relation _ |= _ ⊆ I × T is defined by the following inference rules
(where 0 denotes the null vector):
∅ |= λ {(·, r,∅)} |= S·,r {(p, r,∅)} |= S[p,m],r
I1 |= B I2 |= T SpaceCheck(r, I1, I2) = true
∀ (p1, r1) ∈ All(I1). dist(0, p1) = r ∀ (p2, r2) ∈ All(I2). dist(0, p2)+ r2 ≤ r
∀ (p1, r1) ∈ All(I1), (p2, r2) ∈ All(I2). dist(p1, p2) ≥ r1 + r2
{(·, r,All(I1))} |=

B
L
·,r ⌋ T
{(·, r, J)} |= BL·,r ⌋ T
{(p, r, J)} |= BL[p,m],r ⌋ T
I1 |= T1 I2 |= T2
∀ (p1, r1) ∈ All(I1), (p2, r2) ∈ All(I2). dist(p1, p2) ≥ r1 + r2
I1 ∪ I2 |= T1 | T2
where SpaceCheck : R+ × I × I → {true, false} is assumed, and All : I → (Rn × R+) is defined as All(I) = (p,r,J)∈I|·≠p
{(p, r)} ∪ {(p+ p′, r ′) | (p′, r ′) ∈ J ∧ p′ ≠ ·}.
The above inference rules allow deriving pairs of the form I |= T , where I describes all the elements appearing at top-level
in T and, for each top-level looping sequence, all the elements appearing on its brane. In particular, each tuple (p, r, J) in a
set I ∈ I contains the spatial information of an element with position p and radius r . If the element is a simple sequence,
J is empty. Otherwise, in the case of looping sequences, J = {(p1, r1), . . . , (pn, rn)} describes the spatial information of the
elements appearing on its brane. A term T is well-formed iff there exists an I such that I |= T .
Since the position of elements in J is relative to p, the function All is defined such that it translates the position p′ of all
elements in J to p+p′. In particular, the function All gives, when applied to a tuple (p, r, J), a set containing: (1) the position
and radius of the element itself (p, r); (2) the translated position and radius of each element on the brane.
The function SpaceCheck takes as parameters the radius r of the looping sequence, and the spatial descriptions of the
elements inside it (I2) and of those on the brane (I1). It uses that information to determine if there is enough space for all
the elements, i.e. if there exists an arrangement of the (non-positional) elements for which all the elements included in
a membrane fit within the bounds. We expect this function to compute approximate solutions, in order to be efficiently
computable.
Note that, given a term T , if a set I such that I |= T exists, then it is unique. Therefore, the set I really describes the spatial
information of (some) elements of term T , and such a set can be derived from the inference rules iff the term is well-formed.
Moreover, note that for each possible term there is at most one applicable inference rule. Hence, if a set I exists for a given
term T then there is a unique proof tree that allows I |= T to be inferred. This means also that in order to prove whether
well-formedness holds or not for a given term T , it is sufficient to try to construct the corresponding proof tree by applying
the rules in the only possible way. Finally, it is also easy to see that well-formedness is preserved by structural congruence
namely, given a set I and terms T1, T2 such that T1 ≡ T2, then I |= T1 iff I |= T2.
1 SymbolP denotes the powerset operator.
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Fig. 1. An example of non-well-formed Spatial CLS term.
Example. As an example of application of the well-formedness rules (in which we assume SpaceCheck to be defined as in
one of the examples given above) let us consider the following Spatial CLS term:
T ::= a⟨[p4,m],1⟩L⟨[p1,m],5⟩ ⌋ b · c⟨[p2,m],2⟩ | b · d⟨[p3,m],1⟩
where p1 = (5, 5), p2 = (−1, 2.5), p3 = (1,−2) and p4 = (0, 5). A visual representation of term T is given in Fig. 1. By the
following proof tree we have that the content of the looping sequence of T is well-formed:
{(p2, 2,∅)} |=

b · c⟨[p2,m],2⟩ {(p3, 1,∅)} |= b · d⟨[p3,m],1⟩
dist(p2, p3) =

22 + 4.52 = 4.92 ≥ 2+ 1 = 3
{(p2, 2,∅), (p3, 1,∅)} |=

b · c⟨[p2,m],2⟩ | b · d⟨[p3,m],1⟩
However, the whole term T is not well-formed because sequence a overlaps with sequence b · c . In fact, in the derivation of
a proof tree for the whole term we have
{(p4, 1,∅)} |=

a

⟨[p4,m],1⟩
{(p2, 2,∅), (p3, 1,∅)} |=

b · c⟨[p2,m],2⟩ | b · d⟨[p3,m],1⟩
SpaceCheck(5, {(p4, 1,∅)}, {(p2, 2,∅), (p3, 1,∅)}) = true
dist(0, p4) = 5
dist(0, p2)+ 2 =

12 + 2.52 + 2 = 4.69 ≤ 5
dist(0, p3)+ 1 =

12 + 22 + 1 = 2.24 ≤ 5
but also
dist(p4, p2) =

12 + 2.52 = 2.69 < 1+ 2 = 3
that is a violation of a requirement in the premise of the inference rule for looping sequences.
3.3. Patterns and rewrite rules
As for CLS+, in Spatial CLS we have different kinds of pattern. In Spatial CLS, however, we also distinguish between
brane patterns appearing on the left and on the right part of a rewrite rule. The sets of variables X, SV , BV and TV are
assumed as in CLS+, with V = X ∪ SV ∪ BV ∪ TV . Moreover, we assume a set of position variables PV ranged over by
u, v, . . .. We distinguish between the instantiation of variablesV and that of position variables PV . An instantiation function
for variables inV is a partial function σ : V → Tw ∪B∪S∪E that respects the type of variables, while the one for position
variables is a partial function τ : PV → D . We denote by Σ and T the sets of all instantiation functions of the two kinds,
respectively.
The distinction between left and right patterns is required to handle the spatial information associated with elements.
Position variables u ∈ PV are associated with elements of the left pattern to capture the spatial information of the elements
to which the pattern is instantiated, while elements on right patterns can use the information associated with position
variables to compute their new spatial information. Technically, each element on a right pattern is associated with function
g : T → D , which uses the current instantiation τ ∈ T of position variables from the left pattern to compute the updated
spatial information d ∈ D of the element.
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Definition 3.4 (Sequence and Brane Patterns). Left brane patterns BPL, right brane patterns BPR, and sequence patterns SP are
defined by the following grammar:
BPL ::=

SP

u
 BPL | BPL BPR ::= SPg  BPR | BPR
SP ::= ϵ  a  SP · SP  x  x
where u ∈ PV , g : T → D . We denote the sets of all left and right brane patterns, and sequence patterns, by BP L, BP R
and S, respectively.
Definition 3.5 (Term Patterns). Left patterns PL and right patterns PR are given by the following grammar:
PL ::=

SP

u
 BPLXLu ⌋ PLX  PL | PL
BPLX ::= BPL
 BPL | X  X
PLX ::= PL
 PL | X
PR ::= λ
 SPg  BPRXLg ⌋ PR  PR | PR  X  X
BPRX ::= BPR
 BPRX | X  X
where u ∈ PV , g : T → D . We denote the sets of all left patterns by PL, the set of all right patterns by PR, and we assume
them to be supersets ofBP L andBP R, respectively. We denote by Var(P) the set of all variables appearing in a pattern P ,
including position variables from PV .
Patterns form rewrite rules, which are used to model the reactions that can occur in the system. Conceptually, a reaction
occurs among the elements of the system that match the sequences (simple and looping) appearing in the left pattern. Term
and brane variables appearing in the left pattern are used as placeholders for the other elements of a compartment which
are not involved in the reaction. Formally, rewrite rules are defined as follows.
Definition 3.6. A rewrite rule is a 4-tuple (fc, PL, PR, k), usually written as
[ fc ] PL
k→ PR
where fc : T→ {true, false}, k ∈ R+, Var(PR) ⊆ Var(PL), and each function g appearing in PR refers only to position variables
in Var(PL). A rewrite rule where PL and PR are brane patterns BPL and BPR, respectively, is called brane (rewrite) rule.
A term can be obtained from a pattern by applying a pair of instantiation functions τ and σ to it. This entails the
instantiation of the variables of the pattern and, for right patterns PR, the replacement of each function g : T→ D with the
value obtained by applying each of them to τ . A rewrite rule states that, if there exists a pair of instantiation functions τ and
σ such that PLτσ matches a subterm of the current system, then that subterm may be rewritten to PRτσ . The function τ
conceptually carries the bindings between position variables of the left pattern of the rule and the actual spatial information
(radius and, possibly, position and movement function) of the matched elements. In this way, the g functions are used to
compute the spatial information for the elements on the right patterns, by using the spatial information of the elements that
match with the left pattern.
The rewrite rule, besides left and right patterns, is formed by a function fc that specifies its application constraints, that is
whether or not the rule can be applied to specificmatching elements. The applicability of the rule is determinedby evaluating
function fc over the τ used for the matching. For instance, this function may be used to check the positions of the involved
elements, and to allow the reaction only if they are close enough.
Similarly to the variant of CLS called Stochastic CLS [37], rewrite rules are endowed with a kinetic constant k ∈ R+,
describing their propensity of application. Formally, k represents the parameter of a negative exponential distribution
modeling the expected duration of a reaction involving a specific combination of reactants.
Example. An example of Spatial CLS rewrite rule is the following, where dist denotes the function that gives the Euclidean
distance between two points:
[ dist(p1, p2) ≤ 10 ]

b · c[p1,m],r1 |b · d[p2,m],r2 5→ b · c · d[ p1+p22 ,m],r1+r2
This rule can be applied to a sequence b · c and a sequence b ·d if the distance between them is less than 10. The result of the
application of the rule is a single sequence b · c · dwith a position that is in the middle of the positions of b · c and b · d and
with a radius that is the sum of the radii of the two sequences. The kinetic constant associated with the rule is 5, meaning
that each occurrence of the reaction modeled by the rule lasts 0.2 time units on the average.
4. Spatial CLS semantics
A biological system, described by a term and a set of rewrite rules, evolves by performing a sequence of steps. A step
represents the evolution of the system in a finite time-span, and is conceptually composed of two phases:
1. at most one reaction occurs;
2. the objects are moved according to their movement functions.
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
R : [ fc ] PL k→ PR

∈ R fc(τ ) = true τ ∈ T σ ∈ Σ
PLτσ
R,PLτσ ,comb(PL,τ ,σ )−−−−−−−−−−−→appl PRτσ
B
R,T ,c−−→appl B′ R ∈ RB
B
L
d ⌋ T1
R,(B)Ld ⌋ T1,c−−−−−−→appl

B′
L
d ⌋ T1
T1
R,T ,c−−→appl T ′1
B
L
d ⌋ T1
R,(B)Ld ⌋ T1,c−−−−−−→appl

B
L
d ⌋ T ′1
T1
R,T ,c−−→appl T ′1
T1 | T2 R,T ,c·binom(T ,T1,T2)−−−−−−−−−−−→appl T ′1 | T2
Fig. 2. The inference rules defining transition relation→appl , used for computing the rate of a rule application.
During the evolution, the time length of the step varies to accommodate for the different number of possible reactions
that can occur in each state. In particular, since the processes we describe are continuous-time stochastic processes, the
assumption that at most one reaction occurs at each step is justified by choosing a step which is short enough.
In the first phase, the application of a rewrite rule could yield to a non-well-formed term (according to Definition 3.3),
i.e. space conflicts arise. For this reason, if the application of a rewrite rule would yield to a space conflict, the semantics tries
to perform a rearrangement of the objects in order to find a conflict-free spatial arrangement. Formally, this rearrangement
is performed by the Arrange algorithm, which has to be provided by the modeler. However, if a conflict-free arrangement
cannot be found (as denoted by a special value returned by Arrange), we forbid the particular application which causes the
problem. In a state, we define the enabled applications of rewrite rules, as all those possible applications for which a conflict-
free arrangement can be found. Note that the application of Arrange algorithm is orthogonal to the evolution of the system,
as it consumes no time during the evolution of the system.
In order to derive the semantics of a Spatial CLS term, the modeler has to define a parameter N ∈ N, which determines
the maximum allowed step length as 1/N . However, during the evolution, the actual step length can be much smaller, as
at most one reaction per step may occur. Formally, if there is at least one enabled rule application, the actual length of the
step is a fraction of the maximum step length, namely 1/(N mT ), wheremT denotes the total number of enabled rules in the
current state T . As discussed in Section 4.2, the choice of N is not completely free, but it has to satisfy some constraints in
order to assume that at most one reaction occurs in a step.
In the second phase, the positions of all the (positional) elements of the system are updated according to their movement
functions. The positions of elements are atomically updated to the positions reached after a time-span corresponding to
the length of the step. As for the first phase, the movement can yield to a non-well-formed term, therefore the semantics
performs a rearrangement also after moving the objects. However, differently from the first phase, if a conflict-free
arrangement is not found the objects are kept in their current positions (which actually means skipping the movement
phase). As before, the application of Arrange algorithm consumes no time during the evolution of the system.
The maximum length of the step affects the precision in describing the movement, as the semantics takes into account
only the position of objects at the beginning and at the end of a step, excluding all intermediate positions. For example, in the
case of a fast-moving object and a big step length, it may happen that some interactions, which would occur by considering
intermediate positions, go unnoticed. A similar problem may occur if the rearrangement after a movement fails and the
objects are not moved. It is up to the modeler to choose a value of parameter N which determines a smaller length of the
step, thus mitigating these problems by allowing the semantics to see intermediate states.
Non-positional elements correspond to Stochastic CLS terms, thus their behavior is in accordance with the law of Mass
Action: they are assumed to be homogeneously distributed in the space available inside the compartment, and the reaction
rate of the rules involving those elements is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the reactants.
We remark that distinguishing between positional and non-positional elements allows using two different levels of
abstraction in the same biologicalmodel. Details about spatial information can be included only for those elements forwhich
spatiality has a significant role. Such details can be omitted for elements that can be safely assumed to be homogeneously
distributed in the space. This can improve the efficiency of simulators and analysis techniques based on Spatial CLS.
We now introduce some auxiliary definitions that will be used in the semantics.
4.1. Auxiliary definitions
The first definition is used to find all possible rule applications in a term, and it will be used by the semantics to compute
the rate of a rule application. In particular, the transition relation defined in Fig. 2 allows determining each group of elements
to which a rewrite rule can be applied. These definitions follow closely those of Stochastic CLS given in [37], to which we
refer the reader for more details.
Each transition T1
R,Tr ,c−−−→appl T2 describes the application of rewrite rule R inside term T1 yielding to T2. Label Tr is a term
denoting the position inside T1 where the rewrite rule have been applied. We consider two reactions to be different if they
involve different reactants Tr or different resulting terms T2.
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The value c ∈ N corresponds to the number of different reactant combinations among which the reaction described
by R may, conceptually, occur. For example, if we consider a rewrite rule involving non-positional elements, such as
a

·,0 |

b

·,0
k→ a · b·,0, then the reaction can conceptually occur between each pair of elements a·,0 and b·,0 contained
in a compartment. Nevertheless, all of them yield to the same term, obtained by replacing one

a

·,0 and one

b

·,0 with
a · b·,0. Thus, in this case, the value c is the number of pairs of elements that can react, which is equal to #a1 #b1 , where
#a,#b denote the number of elements

a

·,0 and

b

·,0 in the compartment, respectively.
Formally, given a finite set of rewrite rules R, with RB ⊆ R denoting the set of all brane rules in R, the transition
relation
R,Tr ,c−−−→appl, with R ∈ R, Tr ∈ T and c ∈ N, is defined as the least labeled transition relation on terms defined by the
inference rules shown in Fig. 2, and closedwith respect to≡T . The definition in Fig. 2makes use of the functions comb, comb′
and binom, which allow to compute, in a compositional way, the number of possible reactant combinations associated with
a precise application of a rewrite rule.
Let P denote themultiset of top-level elements appearing in a pattern (or term) P , and assume the function n : T ×T →
N that, applied to a term T1, representing a (simple or looping) sequence, and another term T2, gives the number of times T1
appears at top-level in T2. Functions comb, comb′ : PL × T×Σ → N and binom : T × T × T → Q are recursively defined
as follows:
comb(PL1 | PL2, τ , σ ) = comb(PL1, τ , σ ) · comb(PL2, τ , σ )
comb

BPLX
L
u ⌋ PLX , τ , σ

= comb′(BPLX , τ , σ ) · comb′(PLX , τ , σ )
comb

SP

u, τ , σ
 = 1
comb′(PL | U, τ , σ ) =
∏
T∈PLτσ

n((PL|U)τσ , T )
n(PLτσ , T )

· comb(PL, τ , σ ) U ∈ BV ∪ TV
comb′(PL, τ , σ ) = comb(PL, τ , σ )
binom(T1, T2, T3) =
∏
T∈T1
n(T3,T )∏
i=1
n(T2, T )+ i
n(T2, T )− n(T1, T )+ i
Using the definition of transition relation −→appl, we define the function ApplTargets(T ) that gives the set of terms
reachable after applying a rewrite rule to the term T , by also considering the subsequent rearrangement. Formally, it is
defined as follows:
ApplTargets(T ) =

T ′′
 T R,Tr ,c−−−→appl T ′ ∧ T ′′ = Arrange(T ′) ≠⊥ .
The second auxiliary definition that we introduce is used to perform the movement phase inside a step. We define the
transition relation ⟨T , t, δt⟩ x,l,π,ps−−−−→mov T ′, where x ∈ {in, on}, l ∈ R+ ∪ {∞}, π ∈ [0, 1], and ps is a list of positions, as the
least transition relation defined by the rules shown in Fig. 3. Given the initial term T , describing the current state at time t ,
the transition relation allows deriving all reachable terms T ′, describing the state after a time interval δt from the current
time t , where the positions of all positional elements appearing in T have been updated using themovement functions of the
elements. Label π is the probability of performing the transition, and is obtained by combining the probability of reaching
the different positions of each movement function. Label x denotes where term T appears. The value x = in means that T
is either inside a looping sequence or at top-level (i.e. it is neither inside nor in the brane of any looping sequence), while
the value x = on means that T is on the brane of a looping sequence. In both cases, l represents the radius of the looping
sequence where T appears, or, if T is at top-level, l = ∞. Hence, if T is at top-level we have x = in and l = ∞.
Finally, the transition keeps track of the positions chosen by each movement function in the label ps, which contains the
list of chosen positions. This is just a technical trick that allows us to keep distinct those transitions that would produce the
same resulting term T ′ with the same probability π , even if the positions chosen by movement function are different. This
works because structural congruence is not considered in the definition.
Using the transition relation −→mov, we define the function MovTargets(T , t, δt) that gives the set of terms reachable
after the movement phase, by also taking into account the rearrangement:
MovTargets(T , t, δt) =

T ′′
 ⟨T , t, δt⟩ in,∞,π,ps−−−−−→mov T ′ ∧ T ′′ = Arrange(T ′) ≠⊥ .
4.2. Definition of the semantics
We assume a function Arrange : T → (T ∪ {⊥}) which tries to rearrange the elements of a system in case of a space
conflict. Thus, given a term T , Arrange(T ) either produces a well-formed term T ′, or returns the special value ⊥ denoting
that no conflict-free arrangement could be found. We assume that, if the given T is well-formed, then Arrange(T ) = T .
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x ∈ {in, on} l ∈ R+
⟨λ, t, δt⟩ x,l,1,[]−−−→mov λ
x ∈ {in, on} l ∈ R+
S

·,r , t, δt
 x,l,1,[]−−−→mov S·,r
(P,Π, σ ′) = nfun(p, r, x l, t, δt, σ ) p′ ∈ P m = (n, σ ) x ∈ {in, on} l ∈ R+
S

[p,m],r , t, δt
 x,l,Π(p′),[p′]−−−−−−→mov S[p′,(n,σ ′)],r
⟨B1, t, δt⟩ on,r,α,psB−−−−−→mov B2 ⟨T1, t, δt⟩ in,r,β,psT−−−−−→mov T2
(P,Π, σ ′) = nfun(p, r, x l, t, δt, σ ) p′ ∈ P m = (n, σ ) π = αβΠ(p′) x ∈ {in, on} l ∈ R+
B1
L
[p,m],r ⌋ T1, t, δt
 x,l,π,[p′]@psB@psT−−−−−−−−−→mov B2L[p′,(n,σ ′)],r ⌋ T2
⟨B1, t, δt⟩ on,r,α,psB−−−−−→mov B2 ⟨T1, t, δt⟩ in,r,β,psT−−−−−→mov T2 x ∈ {in, on} l ∈ R+
B1
L
·,r ⌋ T1, t, δt
 x,l,αβ,psB@psT−−−−−−−→mov B2L·,r ⌋ T2
⟨T1, t, δt⟩ x,l,α,psB−−−−→mov T ′1 ⟨T2, t, δt⟩
x,l,β,psT−−−−→mov T ′2
⟨T1 | T2, t, δt⟩ x,l,αβ,psB@psT−−−−−−−→mov T ′1 | T ′2
Fig. 3. Rules of the transition relation−→mov .
Given a term T , let us denote by m(R)T the number of different reactant combinations enabled in state T for a reaction R,
and bymT the total number of reactions considering a set of rulesR. Formally:
m(R)T =
−
c
 T R,Tr ,c−−−→appl T ′ ∧ Arrange(T ′) ≠⊥ mT =−
R∈R
m(R)T .
Notice that we explicitly exclude all rule applications that would not yield to a well-formed term after the rearrangement.
Let T describe the state of the system at a certain step, and kR denote the rate associated with a rewrite rule R. At each
step of the evolution of the system, in order to assume that at most one reaction can occur, we have to choose a time interval
δt such that
∑
R∈R kR m
(R)
T

δt ≤ 1. Given a set of rewrite rulesR, we let the modeler choose an arbitrary value N such
that for each rule R ∈ R, 0 < kR/N ≤ 1. In this way, by using a time interval δt = 1/(N mT ) for a step, we satisfy the
above condition. If there are no enabled reactions, then the length of the step is 1/N time units, which corresponds to the
maximum step length.
The following definitions are used to compute the probability associated with transitions in the semantics.
Pappl(T → T ′′) =
− kR c
NmT
 T R,Tr ,c−−−→appl T ′ ∧ T ′′ = Arrange(T ′) (1)
Pnoappl(T ) = 1−
−
Pappl(T → T ′)
 T ′ ∈ ApplTargets(T ) (2)
Pmov(⟨T , t, δt⟩ → T ′′) =
−
π
 ⟨T , t, δt⟩ in,∞,π,ps−−−−−→mov T ′ ∧ T ′′ = Arrange(T ′) (3)
Pnomov(T , t, δt) = 1−
−
Pmov(⟨T , t, δt⟩ → T ′)
 T ′ ∈ MovTargets(T ) (4)
Function Pappl(T → T ′′) gives the probability of performing a transition from T to T ′′ in the time interval 1/(N mT ), by
summing up the probabilities of all the different rule applications which, after the rearrangement, end up in the term T ′′.
The probability of a single rule application is kR cNmT , where kR c is the kinetic rate (expected number of reactions per time unit).
Function Pnoappl(T ) gives the probability that no reaction occurs in term T . Similarly, function Pmov(⟨T , t, δt⟩ → T ′′) gives
the probability of passing from state T at time t , to state T ′′ after a time interval δt , by performing the movement phase and
the rearrangement. Finally, function Pnomov(T , t, δt) gives the probability that no movement is performed, by considering
the cases in which no conflict-free arrangement is found.
The following definition presents the semantics of Spatial CLS, given as a probabilistic transition system. Two kinds of
states are present. States of the form ⟨T , t⟩ describe the system at time t . These states represent the beginning of a step, in
which the first phase has to take place. All transitions from a state of this kind are of the form ⟨T , t⟩ p−→ ⟨T ′, t, δt⟩, where
each transition represents the application of at most one rewrite rule, with probability p. In particular, a state of the form
⟨T ′, t, δt⟩ is reached, denoting that the second phase has to take place, and where δt is the length of the time interval for
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the step. Transitions ⟨T ′, t, δt⟩ p−→ ⟨T ′′, t ′⟩, with t ′ = t + δt , describe the possible effects of the movement of the objects.
Each possible resulting term T ′′ of the objects has a probability p of being reached.
Definition 4.1 (Semantics). Given a finite set of rewrite rulesR, the semantics of Spatial CLS is the least relation satisfying
the following inference rules:
p = Pappl(T1 → T2) T1 ≢ T2 T2 ∈ ApplTargets(T1) δt = 1NmT1
⟨T1, t⟩ p−→ ⟨T2, t, δt⟩
(5)
p = Pappl(T → T )+ Pnoappl(T ) δt = 1N max{1,mT }
⟨T , t⟩ p−→ ⟨T , t, δt⟩
(6)
p = Pmov(⟨T1, t, δt⟩ → T2) T1 ≢ T2 T2 ∈ MovTargets(T1)
⟨T1, t, δt⟩ p−→ ⟨T2, t + δt⟩
(7)
p = Pmov(⟨T , t, δt⟩ → T )+ Pnomov(T , t, δt)
⟨T , t, δt⟩ p−→ ⟨T , t + δt⟩ (8)
Inference rules (5) and (6) describe the first phase of a step, while rules (7) and (8) describe the second phase of a step. In
particular, rule (5) is used to derive transitions in which a reaction occurs (i.e. a rewrite rule is applied) and ending up in a
different term T2 from T1. Rule (6) allows deriving the transition in which the resulting state is not modified. The probability
of this transition includes both (i) the probability Pnoappl(T ) that no reaction occurs in the step, and (ii) the probability
Pappl(T → T ) of all the reactions which happen to produce the same state T .
Rules (7) and (8) describe the second phase of a step, and are analogous to rules (5) and (6). In fact, rule (7) allows deriving
transitions in which the resulting state T2 is different from the initial state T1, while rule (8) is for transitions in which the
term T describing system state is notmodified. Rule (8) takes into account both the cases inwhich amovement is performed,
and the cases in which such a movement is not performed because the rearrangement fails.
5. Handling space conflicts
In Spatial CLS, during the evolution of the system, space conflicts may arise which are resolved by the algorithm Arrange,
which has to be provided by the modeler. The reason space conflict may occur is that, in Spatial CLS, both rule application
andmovement of elements are discrete events. This is different from the reality in which, for example, the size of a growing
cell increases incrementally. Hence, the growth of a cell is a continuous event which causes the other adjacent cells to be
pushed away. Movement is also a continuous event in the reality. The idea of the Arrange algorithm is to approximate the
reality by simulating the movement which would occur in the case of a conflict. The main difference from real systems is
the time in which the arrangement is performed.
In this section we show a possible definition of the Arrange algorithm in which spatial conflicts are resolved by pushing
objects in opposite directions when they overlap, and precisely tracking the movement that would arise. Note that the
precision required depends on the kind of system one wants to model. Therefore the modeler could use simpler or more
approximated (and, hopefully, faster) algorithms if such a high precision is not required for a model. Finally, recall that
the arrangement is orthogonal with respect to the evolution of the system, since the arrangement is assumed to be
instantaneous. Therefore the movement simulated by this implementation of the Arrange algorithm is not exposed to the
semantics, apart from the final arrangement possibly found.
The following definition of the Arrange algorithm is able to find a well-formed term according to Definition 3.3, by
also taking into account the space available inside looping sequences for the inner elements. The behavior of the Arrange
algorithm is defined by assuming an instant velocity associated with each element, whose direction and speed depend on
the instant position of every element. Given an element, the velocity it is subjected to is calculated as the sum of other
velocities:
• for each other element it overlapswith,we assume a velocity, in the opposite direction to the other element (the elements
are trying to increase their distance), and whose magnitude is proportional to the length of the overlap;
• if the element is not completely within the bounds of the containing membrane, then we assume a velocity directed
towards the center of the membrane, whose magnitude is inversely proportional to the distance from the center;
• if the element is on the surface of a membrane, but its center is not located on the surface of the sphere modeling
the exclusion space, then we assume a velocity directed towards the nearest point of the sphere with a magnitude
proportional to the distance from the sphere.
If any of those velocities is not well defined (for instance, if the centers of two elements coincide), then we assume an
arbitrary fixed direction alongwhich the elementsmove.We also assume that the radius of each element is not greater than
the radius of the membrane in which it is contained; otherwise the conflict could not be resolved.
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This behavior is modeled by a system of differential equations. Given a term T , let x⃗1, . . . , x⃗m be the variables for the
centers of the positional elements appearing in T , and IL and IS the set of indices denoting looping and simple sequences,
respectively (IL∪ IS = {1, . . . ,m}). Moreover, let In(i), with i ∈ IL, be the set of indices denoting elements inside the looping
sequence i, or, if i = 0, the indices of the top-level elements; let On(i), with i ∈ IL, denote the elements appearing on the
surface of i (we assume On(0) = ∅) and Inner(i) = In(i) ∪j∈In(i) On(j).
The system of differential equations on which the Arrange algorithm is based is the following, where hi is such that
i ∈ Inner(hi):
dx⃗i
dt
=
 −
j∈Inner(hi)\{i,k}∪In(k)
v⃗ij

− u⃗i + w⃗i ∀i. ∃k. i ∈ On(k)
dx⃗i
dt
=
 −
j∈Inner(hi)\({i}∪On(i))
v⃗ij

− u⃗i ∀i ∈ In(hi)
Vectors v⃗ij denote velocities due to the overlap between two elements. Each vector u⃗i denote the velocity that models, for
the elements that are not completely contained in amembrane, themovement towards the center of themembrane. Vectors
w⃗i are relative to elements appearing on the surface of membranes, and that are not correctly positioned on the membrane
surface itself. The formal definitions of these vectors are the following, where a⃗, b⃗ denote non-null vectors specifying the
directions used when velocities are not well defined:
y⃗i =

x⃗i + y⃗j if ∃j ≠ 0. i ∈ On(j) ∨ i ∈ In(j)
x⃗i otherwise
vij = max{0, ri + rj − dist(y⃗i, y⃗j)}
v⃗ij =

vij
(y⃗i − y⃗j) if y⃗i ≠ y⃗j
+vij a⃗ if y⃗i = y⃗j and i < j
−vij a⃗ if y⃗i = y⃗j and i ≥ j
ui =

max{0, dist(0, x⃗i)+ ri − rh} if ∃h ≠ 0. i ∈ Inner(h)
0 otherwise
u⃗i =

0 if i ∈ Inner(0)
ui (y⃗h − y⃗i) if ∃h ≠ 0. i ∈ Inner(h)
w⃗i =

wi
⃗xi if x⃗i ≠ 0
wi b⃗ if x⃗i = 0 wi = rk − dist(0, x⃗i) ∃k. i ∈ On(k)
where⃗x denotes the normalized vector x⃗, i.e.⃗x = x⃗/dist(0, x⃗) if x⃗ ≠ 0.
The Arrange algorithm stops when a stable setting is reached. If the term representing this setting is not well-formed,
the algorithm returns the special value⊥, otherwise it returns a term where the positions of all the elements are updated.
Note that, even if all space conflicts are resolved, still the term may not be well-formed according to Definition 3.3 because
there is not enough space for the non-positional elements, as determined by the function SpaceCheck.
The use of this mechanism is not the only solution for dealing with space conflicts among the elements of a system.
The modeler can provide its own definition of Arrange algorithm, tailored to specific needs. For example, a more physically
sound modeling of the behavior of the system in case of space conflicts, could be obtained by associating a ‘‘weight’’ and
consequently a ‘‘pushing strength’’ with elements. The Arrange algorithm could take such weights into account, so that an
element could push other elements according to its strength.
Implementation of Arrange algorithm
Algorithm 1 contains a specification of the Arrange algorithm, written in pseudo-code. The algorithm takes a term as
input, and returns a well-formed term obtained from the input by simulating the system of differential equations shown
above, if it is able to determine it. Otherwise, it returns a special value⊥. The behavior of the algorithm is determined by the
parameter1t , representing the time step length. The algorithm performs a sequence of steps, using the algorithm DoStep()
to compute the movement of each element in the current step, until the amount of movement for each element decreases
below the threshold ϵ1t .
Algorithm2describes theDoStep() algorithm,which computes the vectors describing themovement according to the sys-
tem of differential equations. Formally, given a vector x of positions of all positional elements, with radii described by vector
r , the DoStep() algorithm computes a vector1x representing the movement of each positional element in the current step.
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A parameter 1t denotes the time interval used for approximating the movement described by the system of differential
equations. We assume1t < 1. Note that a smaller value of1t increases the precision, as the time interval is smaller.
The algorithm uses a set Q of indices of looping sequences, also including the special value 0, each of them representing
a looping sequence whose content has still to be considered. Each iteration of the outermost ‘‘while’’ loop deals with the
content of a different looping sequence, except at the first iteration, in which it deals with top-level elements. Therefore, the
algorithm starts by computing themovement vectors for all top-level elements, and elements appearing on the brane of top-
level looping sequences. Then, the algorithm descends recursively into looping sequences, and so on, until all compartments
have been considered. The ‘‘for’’ loop at lines 6–13 checks for conflicts between each pair of elements inside the current
element i. The second ‘‘for’’ loop at lines 14–20 checks the elements appearing on the brane, bymoving each of them towards
a position at distance ri from the center. Finally, lines 21–28 deal with inner elements, by moving towards the center the
elements that exceed bounds.
Algorithm 1 Arrange(T ), with T ∈ T
1: let [x⃗i]i=1,...,m and [r⃗i]i=1,...,m denote the position and radii of positional elements in T
2: repeat
3: 1x = DoStep(x, r)
4: x = x+1x
5: until ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. dist(0,1xi) ≤ ϵ1t
6: T ′ = T updated with positions x
7: if T ′ ∈ Tw then return T ′ else return⊥ end if
Algorithm 2 DoStep(x, r), with x ∈ (Rn)m and r ∈ Rm
1: Q = {0}
2: 1x = 0 ∈ (Rn)m
3: while Q ≠ ∅ do
4: let i ∈ Q
5: Q = Q \ {i}
6: for all j1, j2 ∈ Inner(i) such that j1 < j2 do
7: c = rj1 + rj2 − dist(y⃗j1 , y⃗j2)
8: if c > ϵ then
9: v⃗ =

(y⃗j1 − y⃗j2) if y⃗j1 ≠ y⃗j2
a⃗ otherwise
10: 1xj1 = 1xj1 + c v⃗1t
11: 1xj2 = 1xj2 − c v⃗1t
12: end if
13: end for
14: for all j ∈ On(i) do
15: c = ri − dist(0, xj)
16: if |c| > ϵ then
17: v⃗ =
xj if xj ≠ 0
b⃗ otherwise
18: 1xj = 1xj + c v⃗1t
19: end if
20: end for
21: if i ≠ 0 then
22: for all j ∈ Inner(i) do
23: c = dist(0, xj)+ rj − ri
24: if c > ϵ then
25: 1xj = 1xj + c (y⃗i − y⃗j)1t
26: end if
27: end for
28: end if
29: Q = Q ∪ (In(i) ∩ IL)
30: end while
31: return 1x
Since the Arrange algorithm is used by the semantics of Spatial CLS, it is important to prove its termination. For the
sake of simplicity we consider a restricted version of the algorithm dealing only with parallel compositions of sequences
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Fig. 4. A polygon corresponding to a connected set of components, and the cones of movement of the vertices of the polygon.
(Algorithm 3). We shall briefly discuss at the end of this section how the proof of termination could be extended to the
complete algorithm (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 3 (as Algorithm 1) performs a sequence of steps, eachwith a duration given by the parameter1t . At each step,
each element is subjected to a velocity which depends on the overlap with other elements, corresponding to vectors v⃗ of
Algorithm 2. The algorithm terminates when the length of each movement vector goes below the threshold ϵ1t .
Algorithm 3 Arrange

S1

d1
| · · · | Sndn, with Sidi ∈ T
1: let [x⃗i]i=1,...,n and [r⃗i]i=1,...,n denote the position and radii of the positional elements in input
2: repeat
3: 1xi = 0 ∈ R2 i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
4: for all (j1, j2) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , n} such that j1 ≠ j2 do
5: c = rj1 + rj2 − dist(x⃗j1 , x⃗j2)
6: if c > ϵ then
7: v⃗ = normalize(x⃗j1 − x⃗j2)
8: 1xj1 = 1xj1 + c v⃗1t
9: end if
10: end for
11: x = x+1x
12: until ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. dist(0,1xi) ≤ ϵ1t
13: T ′ = T updated with positions x
14: if T ′ ∈ Tw then return T ′ else return⊥ end if
In order to prove the termination of the algorithm, we need to introduce some geometry concepts. A convex polyhedron
P can be described as an intersection of a finite number of half-spaces. In the case of the two-dimensional space R2, this
means that there must exist A ∈ Rm×2 and b ∈ Rm such that
P = { x | Ax ≤ b }
In the following, we deal only with convex polygons, which are finite convex polyhedrons in R2. Let I be a subset of row
indices {1, . . . , n} of a matrix M . We denote by MI the sub-matrix of M containing the only rows of M with indices in I .
Moreover, let I = {1, . . . , n} \ I denote the complement of I . A vertex of a convex polygon P = { x | Ax ≤ b } is a point
v ∈ R2 such that
∃I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. |I| = 2 ∧ rank(AI) = 2 ∧ AIv = bI ∧ AIv ≤ bI
This means that v is a point of P which corresponds to the intersection of the two lines A{i1}x = b{i1} and A{i2}x = b{i2}
indicated by the indices in I = {i1, i2}. The fact that rank(AI) = 2 ensures that the intersection point v exists and is unique.
A convex polygon (which is finite) can also be described as the convex hull of its set of vertices, where the convex hull of
a finite set of points X = {x1, . . . , xn} ⊂ R2 is the minimum convex set containing all the points specified. Formally, it can
be defined as:
CH(X) =

y =
n−
i=1
λixi
 n−
i=1
λi = 1, λi ≥ 0 i = 1, . . . , n

In Fig. 4(a), the convex hull of the points x1, . . . , x6 is represented by the entire area contained inside the dashed curve.
Definition 5.1. Given a convex polygon P = { x | Ax ≤ b }, the cone of movement of a vertex v corresponding to the row
indices I of A is defined as follows:
CM(v) = { x | AIx ≥ bI }
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Fig. 4(b) shows the vertices v1, . . . , v4 of the convex hull of Fig. 4(a), and their corresponding cones of movement, depicted
by the shaded areas.
Definition 5.2. Given a convex polygon P with vertices v1, . . . , vk, its perimeter is given by the sumof the distances between
each pair of adjacent vertices. We denote the perimeter by ℓ(P).
Algorithm3 is applied to the initial set of centers of the elementsX = {x1, . . . , xn} ⊂ R2, whose radii are {r1, . . . , rn} ⊂ R.
Let k denote the step number of the outer loop of the algorithm (lines 2–12). We denote by X (k) = x(k)1 , . . . , x(k)n the centers
of the elements at the beginning of step k.
Definition 5.3. Let X (k) = x(k)1 , . . . , x(k)n be the centers of the elements at step k, whose radii are r1, . . . , rn. The overlap
between any pair of elements i, j at iteration k is defined as:
c(k)ij =

ri + rj − dist(x(k)i , x(k)j ) if ri + rj − dist(x(k)i , x(k)j ) > ϵ;
0 otherwise
The following definition formally defines connected sets, which are the smallest sets of elements in which every element
of P overlaps with at least another element in the same set and without any element external to the set.
Definition 5.4. Let G = (N, A) be an undirected graph with nodes N = {1, . . . , n} corresponding to element indices, and
each arc (i, j) ∈ A iff cij > 0. A set of elements P ⊆ N is a called connected iff it is a connected component of the graph and
|P| ≥ 2.
We denote by CH(P, X) the convex hull of the elements specified by P ⊆ {1, . . . , n} whose positions are specified by
X = {x1, . . . , xn}, i.e. CH(P, X) = CH({ xi | i ∈ P }).
For any step k of the algorithm, we let P (k)1 , . . . , P
(k)
m denote the sets of indices of connected elements. Note that the sets
P (k)1 , . . . , P
(k)
m represent a partition of a subset of indices of elements {1, . . . , n}.
Lemma 5.1. Given a connected set of elements P (k) with positions X (k), let C = CH(P (k), X (k)). Each vertex of C, which is also
contained in X (k), is moved inside its cone of movement. Formally, for each vertex x(k)i ∈ X (k) of C:
x(k+1)i ∈ CM(x(k)i ) and x(k+1)i ≠ xki
Proof. In order to prove that each vertex x(k)i of C is moved inside its cone of movement CM(x
(k)
i )we have to show that1xi
is directed towards such a cone. 1xi corresponds to the sum of the c v⃗1t vectors computed at each iteration of the inner
loop of the algorithm. Values c and 1t are positive, hence they do not affect the direction of the vector. Vector v⃗ lies on
the line that connects xi with another point xj ∈ C and is directed backward with respect to xj. Since xj is contained in C
it follows that v⃗ is directed towards the cone of movement CM(xi). Since this holds for all vectors v⃗ computed in the inner
loop of the algorithm, we have that 1xi is directed towards CM(xi). The property x
(k+1)
i ≠ x(k)i holds because: (i) 1t > 0,
(ii) in all iterations of the inner loop v⃗ is a unit vector, and (iii) there is at least an iteration in which c > ϵ (because the
vertex is part of a connected component). 
The following lemma shows that the perimeter of each polygon corresponding to each connected set of elements
increases at each iteration of the outer loop of the algorithm.
Lemma 5.2. Let P (k)1 , . . . , P
(k)
m represent the connected sets of elements at a generic iteration k of the outer loop of the algorithm,
and X (k) = x(k)1 , . . . , x(k)n their positions.
∀i = 1, . . . ,m ℓ(CH(P (k)i , X (k))) < ℓ(CH(P (k)i , X (k+1)))
Proof. Lemma 5.1 implies that CH(P (k)i , X
(k)) ⊂ CH(P (k)i , X (k+1)) for i = 1, . . . ,m, therefore their perimeters are
increased. 
Finally, the following theorem proves that the restricted version of the Arrange algorithm, defined as Algorithm 3, always
terminates.
Theorem 5.3. Algorithm 3 always terminates.
Proof. Suppose that the algorithm does not terminate. There exists a subset Z of elements, containing at least two elements,
where each element belongs infinitely many times to some connected component. Moreover, there exists a step k from
which, for all subsequent steps, the only elementsmoving are those of Z . Let denote by CH(Z) the convex hull of the elements
in Z at some step k′ ≥ k. Each vertex of CH(Z) is either a vertex of a connected component inside Z , or it will become such in
some subsequent step. Therefore, each vertexwill eventuallymove inside the cone ofmovement of a connected component,
which is contained in the cone of movement of CH(Z), hence the perimeter of CH(Z) increases.
In particular, the perimeter of CH(Z) tends towards infinity, since the amount of movement of a vertex is at least ϵ1t .
Therefore, the distance among vertices continuously increases, and this suggests that the elementsmay reach a configuration
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Fig. 5. (a) A situation in which the Arrange algorithmmight terminate in a non-well-formed arrangement; (b) the movement vector of the element on the
top (not in scale).
in which they are partitioned into subsets that are independent from each other, namely an element of a subset never forms
a connected component with any other element from the other subsets.
Suppose that the set of elements are partitioned in two independent subsets Z ′, Z ′′, such that the elements from a subset
Z ′, from a certain step, do never form a connected component with any element from the other subset Z ′′. Therefore, we can
apply the same argument using CH(Z ′) and CH(Z ′′). Since the set Z is finite, this procedure will eventually terminate with
all the elements disconnected, that is a situation in which the algorithm terminates.
On the other hand, suppose that there exists a set of objects Z ′′′ ⊂ Z which cannot be partitioned in independent subsets,
and that the perimeter of CH(Z ′′′) increases towards infinity. From a certain step the distance among vertices of Z ′′′ will
become too big for any element to be able to cross it. In order to prove this, let us consider a complete weighted graph
G(Z ′′′) whose nodes are connected components in Z ′′′ and arcs have the distance between the corresponding connected
components as weights. Since the perimeter of CH(Z ′′′) increases towards infinity, for every w ∈ R+ there exists a step
of the algorithm in which there is a cut in G(Z ′′′) such that all the arcs crossing the cut have a weight greater than w. This
means that Z ′′′ can be partitioned into two subsets Z ′′′1 and Z
′′′
2 arbitrarily far from each other.
Both CH(Z ′′′1 ) and CH(Z
′′′
2 ) continuously increase in size. Let us consider one of the two subsets, say Z
′′′
1 . We can repeat
the procedure and find a value w′ ∈ R+ such that there exists a step with a cut in G(Z ′′′1 ) such that all the arcs crossing it
have a weight greater thanw′. Since Z ′′′ is finite, we can continue with this procedure until we reach a subset Z ′′′i consisting
of a single connected component, and such that its distance from every other component is greater than some arbitrary
value wi ∈ R+. Since we are assuming that Z ′′′ cannot be partitioned in two independent subsets, eventually a collision
has to occur between an element of Z ′′′i and one of its complement. In other words, either some elements of Z
′′′
i or some
elements of its complement (or both) have to cover at least the distancewi. For surewi can be chosen big enough such that
the elements of Z ′′′i cannot cover it. In fact, Z
′′′
i consists of a single connected component and, since Lemma 5.1 implies
that CH(Z ′′′(k)i ) ⊆ CH(Z ′′′(k
′)
i ) with k
′ > k, we have that its elements cannot cover an arbitrary long distance without
disconnecting.
Once disconnected, the elements of Z ′′′i are still rather close to each other since the length of the moves that disconnects
them has as an upper bound the overlaps at the previous step. As a consequence, after disconnection we are in a situation
in which the elements of Z ′′′i are still at an arbitrary distance from the elements in its complement and can only try to cover
such a distance by means of further disconnection. However, since Z ′′′i is finite, we have that the number of disconnections
is finite as well.
This proves that the elements Z ′′′i cannot cover the distance wi. In order to prove that also those in the complement of
Z ′′′i cannot, we can iterate the approach by constructing G(Z
′′′
i ), where Z
′′′
i is the complement of Z
′′′
i , by finding a cut in such
a graph similar to the previous one and by continuing until we reach a situation in which all the connected components are
far enough from each other. This contradicts the assumption that Z ′′′ cannot be partitioned in independent subsets. 
Note that there are cases in which the Arrange algorithm terminates without resolving all the conflicts. This happens, for
instance, in a system like the one represented in Fig. 5(a), in which a number of elements of the same size are conceptually
positioned along a circumference, and in which the distance between each pair of adjacent elements is constant.
Fig. 5(b) shows the movement vector 1x to which an element is subject to, obtained from the sum of the two vectors z1
and z2 caused by the collisions with adjacent elements. For every value of the threshold ϵ, it is possible to construct a system
of that kind, in which the algorithm terminates without resolving all the conflicts. It can be obtained by choosing the right
number of elements and the radii of elements and circumference, in such a way that the amount of each collision is greater
than ϵ1t , while the total movement vector1xi for every element is such that1xi < ϵ1t . Hence the algorithm terminates
even if there are still collisions among the elements.
The proof of termination of the complete algorithm (Algorithm 1) could be given as an extension of the proof of
Theorem 5.3. In particular, in the case of a term with looping sequences Theorem 5.3 could be exploited to prove that the
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movement of the top-level elements of the term eventually terminates. As regards the elements that are contained in some
looping sequence we have that Lemma 5.2 may not hold. In fact, it might happen that some elements contained in a looping
sequence are moved by the algorithm in such a way that they exceed the bounds of the looping sequence. These elements
are then moved back by the algorithm possibly causing the perimeters of the connected components containing them to be
reduced. However, the fact that1t < 1 implies that these backward movements are smaller than the movements causing
the bounds to be exceeded. This should allow to prove that the termination condition of the algorithm ∀i. dist(0,1xi) ≤
ϵ1t is eventually reached, even though it may not correspond to a well-formed arrangement of the elements.
6. Examples of modeling
In this section we show examples of using the Spatial CLS to model biological systems. First of all, we show the definition
of a movement function which realizes Brownian motion. This movement function is then used in the subsequent Spatial
CLS models, one describing cell proliferation and another one describing the quorum sensing process.
6.1. Describing movement
The movement function associated with elements allows the precise description of their motion as time passes. The
first example of movement function, which is often needed in models, is the one associated with the elements that are
not moving. We denote this function by the name n0 ∈ M, and define it as a movement function always giving the same
position p passed as argument with probability 1, and ignoring the parameter υ representing the internal state. Formally,
this corresponds to the function:
n0fun(p, r, x, l, t, δt, υ) = (p,Π, υ)
where Π is such that Π(p) = 1. This function can be used by assigning spatial information d = ([p,m0], r) to an object,
wherem0 = (n0,⊥).
A more interesting function, which is still deterministic, is the one modeling a linear motion. Given a vector v⃗ describing
the velocity, this movement function can be defined as follows:
mfun(p, r, x, l, t, δt, υ) = (p+ v⃗ δt,Π, υ)
where, as before,Π gives probability 1 to the only possible resulting position.
Algorithm 4 BrownianMotion(p, r, x, l, t, δt, υ) = (P,Π, υ ′)
1: if υ =⊥ then
2: // initialization
3: υ0 = (t, p)
4: (P,Π, υ ′) = BrownianMotion(p, r, x, l, t, δt, υ0)
5: else
6: let (t0, pprev) = υ
7: k =

t−t0
ρ

8: v⃗ = s p−pprevdist(p,pprev)
9: 1t1 = t0 + kρ − t
10: q = p+ v⃗1t1
11: if t + δt > t0 + kρ then
12: // a change of direction occurs between time t and t + δt
13: 1t2 = t0 + kρ − (t + δt)
14: P = {q+ x | x ∈ Positions(z, s1t2)}
15: Π is such that ∀x ∈ P. Π(x) = 1/z
16: υ ′ = (t0, q)
17: else
18: P = {q}
19: Π is such thatΠ(q) = 1
20: υ ′ = υ
21: end if
22: end if
Another useful function is the one describing Brownianmotion. A simple implementation can be obtained by performing
a linearmotion, and by repeatedly changing direction after a fixed time interval. The change of direction is randomly chosen,
with uniform probability, among a finite number of equally-spaced directions. Let ρ ∈ R+ be the length of the time interval
afterwhich there is a change of direction, and z be the number of directions allowed at each change. By denoting the creation
time of the object as t0, we perform a change of direction at each time instant t0+k ρ, for each k ∈ N. The change of direction
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corresponds to assigning probability 1/z to each angle in the set {2πx/z | 0 ≤ x < z}. The distance covered between each
change of direction depends on the speed of the object, described by parameter s.
Algorithm4 shows the definition ofmovement functionmodeling Brownianmotion using pseudo-code. In the definition,
we assume that the time interval ρ (of changing direction) is always greater than or equal to the actual step length δt . This
is ensured by taking ρ ≥ 1/N . Moreover, by Positions(z, d) we denote the set of z equally-spaced positions, at distance d
from the origin; formally: Positions(z, d) = {(d cosα, d sinα) | α = 2πx/z, 0 ≤ x < z}.
A special value⊥ for the state argument υ of themovement function is used to initialize the state argument. In particular,
state argument υ = (t0, p) is a pair composed of the time instant t0 when the movement begins, and the position p ∈ Rn
in which the last change of direction has occurred. The value ⊥ should be used as the initial value of state parameter for
movement function. In the following, an object with Brownian motion is described by a term having spatial information
d = ([p,mB], r), wheremB = (BrownianMotion,⊥).
Finally, note that the presented implementation of Brownian motion is quite simple, since its main aim is to show how
a probabilistic movement function can be formally defined. More faithful implementations could be used if needed.
6.2. A model of cell proliferation
We show a very simple model of the development of a biological tissue. We represent the way in which a cell performs
the mitosis cycle, and the development of the tissue as a consequence of it. The structure of a cell is made up of a permeable
cellmembrane,which separates it fromexternal environment but still allowsmessages to pass through, and contains several
organelles scattered in the cytoplasm. We model a simple eukaryotic cell as a membrane containing the nucleus, which, in
turn, contains two DNA molecules (the chromosomes). Each cell performs the cell cycle [38], that is the sequence of phases
that lead to its division into two daughter cells, structurally alike to the mother cell. Customarily, cell cycle repeats for every
generated cell, but, in particular cases, the cellmay decide to stop the process in a permanent or temporaryway (for instance,
in case of unfavorable ambient conditions).
In this example we are interested only in observing the way in which the cells, described by our model, fill the
environment during the mitosis process. Thus the model is not realistic, for example cell apoptosis (cell death) is not taken
into account.
The initial state of the biological system is described by the following term2:
T = bL·,50 ⌋ mL[(0,0),mB],10 ⌋ nL ⌋ (cr · g1 · g2 · g3 | cr · g4 · g5)
The term contains the looping sequence

b
L
·,50, representing the space available for the proliferation as a circlewith a 50µm
radius. It contains a single cell

m
L, positioned in (0, 0) andwith a radius of 10µm. The cell is subjected to a small Brownian
motion, modeled bymB = (BrownianMotion,⊥), where BrownianMotion denotes an instantiation of Algorithm 4 defined in
Section 6.1. The nucleus, represented as

n
L, and the contained chromosomes, are represented as non-positional elements.
The nucleus may be in two states, depending on the symbol appearing on its looping sequence. Initially, the nucleus is
identified by the symbol n appearing on the surface of its membrane. During the evolution of the system, the symbol
n is replaced by ndup, indicating a state in which the nucleus has started the duplication process and is about to divide.
Chromosomes are modeled as sequences starting with cr symbol, followed by the genes, represented by the symbols gi’s. A
duplicated chromosome is identified by having 2cr as its first symbol in the sequence.
The Brownian motion of cells represents the small movements the cells are subjected to in a biological tissue. The use of
Spatial CLS to represent the cell cycle allows showing the spatial arrangement of cells during the tissue development. This
is an important point in many biological tissues, see for example [39] for a spatial mathematical modeling of a neural tissue.
The evolution of the system is modeled by the following rewrite rules3:
R1 : [ r = 7 ]

m
L
[p,f ],r ⌋ X
0.33→ mL[p,f ],10 ⌋ X
R2 : [ r = 10 ]

m
L
[p,f ],r ⌋ X
0.25→ mL[p,f ],14 ⌋ X
R3 : [ r = 14 ]

m
L
[p,f ],r ⌋

n
L ⌋ X 0.5→ mL[p,f ],r ⌋ ndupL ⌋ X
R4 :

ndup
L ⌋ (cr ·x | X) 0.125→ ndupL ⌋ (2cr ·x | X)
R5 :

ndup
L ⌋ (2cr ·x | 2cr ·y) 0.17→ nL ⌋ (cr ·x | cr ·y) | nL ⌋ (cr ·x | cr ·y)
R6 :

m
L
[(x,y),f ],r ⌋

n
L ⌋ X | nL ⌋ Y 1→ mL[(x−5,y),f ],7 ⌋ nL ⌋ X | mL[(x+5,y),f ],7 ⌋ nL ⌋ Y
2 For the sake of clarity, we omit the spatial information for non-positional elements, i.e. those elements

_

⟨q,r⟩ such that ⟨q, r⟩ = ⟨·, 0⟩.
3 For the sake of readability, we use a simpler syntax for writing rewrite rules: in the left part of the rules, we use placeholders for positions, movement
functions and radii, and reuse them in the right part in a shorthand notation for defining instantiation functions for position variables.
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Fig. 6. The graphical representation of the system at times 0, 102 h, 108 h and 141 h during simulation.
The first three rules describe the growth of the cell. Rule R1 increases the radius from 7 to 10, leading a just-split cell to its
normal size. Rule R2 represents the starting of the division process, where the cell grows to 14 and will eventually divide.
A cell may block its cell cycle if there is not enough space: this happens when neither R1 nor R2 are applicable to it. The
application of rule R3 signals the start of the division process for the nucleus. Rule R4 models the duplication of a single
chromosome. Finally, rule R5 and R6 describe the division of the nucleus and the subsequent cellular division. In rule R6, the
split cells are arbitrarily positioned one next to the other, near the position of the parent cell. The rates have been estimated
according to the common relative lengths of the phases forming the cell cycle, and so as to obtain, on the average, a duration
of 24 h for the complete cycle [38].
Fig. 6 shows the state of the system at certain times during the simulation, obtained by an ad hoc simulator. At time t = 0
the system contains only one cell, positioned inside the limitingmembrane. The proliferation stops at time t = 141 h, when
the space left is not enough for any cell to grow. We can also see that, from time 102 h to 108 h, a cell near the center has
split into two small cells, and another cell on the bottom right has grown, thus initiating the division process. By growing,
the cell pushed the surrounding cells and caused the rearrangement.
6.3. A model of the quorum sensing process
Manybacteria have the ability ofmonitoring their population density andmodulating their gene expressions according to
this density. This process is called quorum sensing, and the main entities involved in it are the autoinducers, small molecules
that can cross the cellular membrane and can diffuse freely either out or in bacteria, and the R-proteins, transcriptional
activator proteins located within the cell.
The production of the autoinducer is regulated by the R-protein. The R-protein by itself is not active without the
corresponding autoinducer. The autoinducermolecule can bind to the R-protein to form an autoinducer/R-protein complex,
which binds to a target of the DNA sequence enhancing the transcription of specific genes. Usually, these genes regulate
both the production of specific behavioral traits and the production of the autoinducer and of the R-protein.
At low cell density, the autoinducer is synthesized at basal levels and diffuse in the environment where it is diluted.
With high cell density both the extracellular and intracellular concentrations of the autoinducer increase until they reach
thresholds beyond which the autoinducer is produced autocatalytically. This autocatalytic production results in a dramatic
increase of its concentration. Note that there is not a fixed concentration of the autoinducer that, when it is reached, causes
the autocatalytic production to start. Instead, having a stochastic model means that there is a low probability of starting the
autocatalytic production at low concentrations, while this probability increases as the concentration gets higher. Moreover,
the autocatalytic production continues as long as autoinducer concentration remains high enough, which happens only
when bacteria density is sufficient. With low bacteria density, when an autocatalytic production starts, it usually ends quite
soon, as the autoinducers diffuse in the environment and, consequently, their concentration lowers.
We show a simple model of the quorum sensing process in P. aeruginosa (see [40] for a more detailed description of the
phenomenon). Such a bacterium uses quorum sensing to keep low the expression of virulence factors until the colony has
reached a certain density, when an autoinduced production of virulence factors is started. The initial state of each bacterium
is:
Bacti =

m
L
[pi,m0],rBACT ⌋ (lasO · lasR · lasI)
where the bacterium membrane, denoted

m
L, contains only a DNA strand. Bacteria do not move, hence their movement
function ism0 = (n0,⊥) as defined in Section 6.1, and their radii are represented by rBACT. The DNA ismodeled as a sequence
of genes lasO · lasR · lasI , where lasO represents the target to which a complex autoinducer/R-protein binds to promote
transcription. The following rewrite rules model the system behavior.
R1 : lasO · lasR · lasI k1→ lasO · lasR · lasI | LasR
R2 : lasO · lasR · lasI k2→ lasO · lasR · lasI | LasI
R3 : LasI k3→ LasI | 3oxo
R4 : 3oxo | LasR k4→ 3R
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R5 : 3R k5→ 3oxo | LasR
R6 : 3R | lasO · lasR · lasI k6→ 3RO · lasR · lasI
R7 : 3RO · lasR · lasI k7→ 3R | lasO · lasR · lasI
R8 : 3RO · lasR · lasI k8→ 3RO · lasR · lasI | LasR
R9 : 3RO · lasR · lasI k9→ 3RO · lasR · lasI | LasI
R10 :

m
L
[p,f ],r ⌋ (3oxo | X)
k10/z→ 3oxo[p+(r+dOUT )q,mB],r3oxo | mL[p,f ],r ⌋ X with q ∈ Positions(z, 1)
R11 : [ dist(p1, p2) ≤ r2 + dINT ]
3oxo

[p1,mB],r3oxo |

m
L
[p2,f ],r2 ⌋ X
k11→ mL[p2,f ],r2 ⌋ (3oxo |X)
R12 : LasI k12→ λ
R13 : LasR k13→ λ
R14 :

3oxo

u
k14→ λ
Rules R1 and R2 describe the production from the DNA of proteins LasR and LasI , respectively. Note that lasR/lasI (with
small case initial letter) denote a gene in theDNA strand,while LasR/LasI (with capital initial letter) denote the corresponding
proteins originated by the gene. Rule R3 describes the production of the autoinducer, modeled as 3oxo, performed by the LasI
enzyme. Rules R4 and R5 describe the complexation and decomplexation of the autoinducer and the LasR protein, where the
complex is denoted 3R. Rules R7, R8, R9 describe the binding of the activated autoinducer (the 3R complex) to the DNA and its
influence in the production of LasR and LasI . Rules R10 and R11 describe the ability of the autoinducer to cross themembrane,
in both directions (exiting and entering the bacterium). Actually, R10 is a rule schemata, in which each concrete rule puts
the autoinducer in a different position outside the bacterium, as a positional element. The possible outside positions are
p + (r + dOUT )q, with respect to the bacterium position p and radius r , and where q ∈ Positions(z, 1). (Function Positions
is defined in Section 6.1.) Therefore, the possible resulting positions are the z equally-spaced position at distance dOUT from
the bacterium. Value z is chosen big enough to provide sufficient variability. Note that the rate of each concrete rule is 1/z
of the expected rate k10.
An autoinducer inside the bacterium is modeled as a non-positional element, while autoinducers outside have an
associated position and movement function mB. Parameter r3oxo denotes the radius of each external autoinducer. The
parameter mB = (nB,⊥) represents a realization of Brownian motion (defined as in Section 6.1), which describes the
diffusion of the autoinducer in the environment. In this case, we use a value ρ = 1/N time units describing the time interval
between each random change of direction. Moreover, we denote by soxo the speed of the autoinducer.
Finally, rules R12, R13, R14 describe the degradation of proteins. In particular, rule R14 models the degradation of the
autoinducer, which can happen both inside and outside the bacterium.
This Spatial CLS model of the quorum sensing process is more accurate than other stochastic models (such as the
Stochastic CLS model given in [37]). In fact, other stochastic models are usually based on the assumption that biological
entities are homogeneously distributed in the environment, and in a quorum sensing process this is not true for the
autoinducer proteins outside the bacteria. Note that taking into account the spatial diffusion has a particular significance
when reactions are comparatively faster than diffusion rates [41].
To our knowledge, there are nowet or in vitro experiments, presented in the literature, fromwhich it is possible to derive
precise quantities (such as speed of autoinducer molecules, kinetic constants of the reactions, distance of bacteria) for our
model. Interestingly, we can use the results of wet experiments for inferring approximations of such quantities. Given an
experiment with an initial number of bacteria, we adapt the constant values in our model, in order to have the same final
results of the real experiments. The obtained constants can be used as an approximation either for constructing newmodel
or to have hints for predicting the behavior of the real phenomena.
For instantiating our general model we use the experiment, presented in [42], in which the cellular toxicity of three P.
aeruginosa strains, PA103, PA01 and 6294, is investigated. The experiment consists in culturing a human bronchial epithelial
cell line, then mixing 2× 104 cells with inocula of P. aeruginosa at different concentrations. After six hours the cytotoxicity
of the inocula was stated by measuring the production of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH). A high level of LDH corresponds to
a high cytotoxicity which reveals that the quorum sensing process occurred.
On the basis of the results in [42], we tried to infer values for our model able to reproduce the behavior of P. aeruginosa
6294 strain. In the real experiment the human bronchial epithelial cells are mixed with inocula of the 6294 strain at three
different concentrations: 105, 107 and 109 colony forming units, CFU, per milliliter. A CFU is a bacterium able to divide and
to form a colony, thus CFU is a measure of ‘‘good bacteria’’. The results for the 6294 strain are summarized in Figure 1 in
[42]: with concentrations of 105 and 107 CFU/ml no cytotoxicity is expressed, while with a 109 CFU/ml concentration a high
cytotoxicity is measured after six hours, revealing that the quorum sensing process occurred.
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Parameter Value
Bacterium radius (rBACT) 5
Bact. interaction distance (dINT) 0.5
Autoinducer exiting distance (dOUT) 0.5
N 630
Autoinducer speed (soxo) 1575
Autoinducer radius (r3oxo) 0.01
Param. Value
r1 126
r2 31.5
r3 50.4
r4 1.575
r5 2520
r6 1.575
r7 63
Param. Value
r8 7560
r9 1890
r10 189
r11 126
r12 6.3
r13 1.89
r14 1.89
Fig. 7. Values of parameters used for the simulation of the Quorum Sensing process.
In ourmodelwe consider three different concentrations inwhich the number of bacteria is, respectively, 1, 10 and 100 for
space unit. Recall that Spatial CLS deals with plane surfaces, thus these numbers roughly respect the orders of magnitude
in the real volume concentrations. We assume a space unit of 300 µm2 (the dimension of a single bacterium is nearly
1 µm2). Actually, for computational reasons, instead of running simulations with 100 bacteria in a space of 300 µm2, we
ran simulations with 40 bacteria in a space of 120 µm2. We performed various simulations and we found that the real
experiment can be approximated by using the values shown in Fig. 7.
As regards the implementation of the simulator, we have followed a more abstract approach than the one used in the
semantics of the calculus. In particular, since bacteria contain only non-positional elements, it is possible to simulate the
internal evolution of each bacterium by using the Gillespie algorithm [43]. This allows us to easily compute the time and
kind of the subsequent internal event of a bacterium. The simulator performs a sequence of steps of length at most 1/N for
dealing with the spatial movement of external autoinducers. This sequence of steps is interleaved with the execution of the
internal bacteria events, which are ensured to occur at the right time by performing, if needed, a step shorter than 1/N . If
at any time an autoinducer happens to enter a bacterium (as per rule R11), then the next scheduled internal event for the
bacterium is removed and a new one is computed, according to Gillespie algorithm. This is needed to account for the change
in the internal state of the bacterium.
In Fig. 8(a) a single bacterium in a space unit is shown. In this case only fewmolecules of the autoinducer can reach other
bacteria. Thus the bacterium is not able to sense the presence of other ones and the quorum sensing does not occur. In this
case the production of the autoinducer remains at the basal level, as shown in Fig. 8(b).
In Fig. 8(c) the production of the autoinducer by 10 bacteria is shown. With respect to the previous case it is possible to
observe a bigger number of autoinducer molecules close to (and consequently inside) each bacterium. In some instant, this
concentration is high enough to start the autocatalytic production of the autoinducer itself. However, such a autocatalytic
production is not supported by the production of the autoinducer by other bacteria, thus the quorum sensing process is not
triggered. Fig. 8(d) shows the autoinducer production inside a single bacterium.
Finally, Fig. 8(e) shows the behavior of a colony of 40 bacteria in a space of 120 µm2, corresponding to 40% of the space
unit. In this case the autocatalytic production is supported by the high density of the autoinducer itself, and the quorum
sensing behavior occurs. Fig. 8(f) shows the autoinducer production inside a single bacterium.
7. Related works
The spatial features of biological systems can be studied by usingmany differentmeans. Themost abstract spatial feature,
provided by almost all computer science formalisms for biology, regards themodeling of compartments. Compartments are
closed areaswhichmay contain elements and other compartments. Theymay be either entailed by biological membranes or
simply used to represent different abstract locations in a spatially heterogeneous environment. As in the case of biological
membranes, biological entities (such as molecules) can, in some cases, cross compartment bounds. More complex calculi
also allow describing reactions occurring on the surface of membranes.
The ability to directly describe compartments is quite common among computer science formalisms for biology, since
membranes often play an important role in many biological processes. For example, Brane Calculi [5] are devoted to
the modeling of interactions of biological membranes, which are active entities driving the evolution of the system.
Another calculus providing a notion of compartment is BioAmbients [6], which is inspired by the π-calculus and
Mobile Ambients [44]. Beta Binders [4] allows modeling biological membranes, by enclosing π-calculus processes inside
membranes, which are able to communicate with the external environment through specific interfaces. The Calculus
of Looping Sequences (CLS) [12,13,37] is a formalism based on term rewriting which allows a direct representation of
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(a) 1 bacterium at time 5 h, in 300 µm2 space. (b) Number of autoinducers with 1 bacterium.
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(c) 10 bacteria at time 5 h, in 300 µm2 space. (d) Number of autoinducers with 10 bacteria.
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(e) 40 bacteria at time 5 h, in 120 µm2 space. (f) Number of autoinducers with 40 bacteria.
Fig. 8. Graphical representation of bacteria and autoinducers, and the results of the different simulations.
membranes in the syntax of the calculus. The evolution of a biological system is represented by means of rewrite rules,
which can be used to model both biochemical reactions and more complex behaviors, such as rearrangements in the
membrane structure of the system. For example, the creation, dissolution and fusion of membranes can be easily expressed
in a CLS model. Compartments can be emulated in calculi which do not allow a direct representation of them, as it
is the case, for example, of the π-calculus. However, this would require complex encodings, which may hamper the
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readability of models [45]. The widespread availability, among calculi for biology, of operators for the direct description
of compartments shows the usefulness of this feature. However, these calculi do not allow the modeling of spatial
features.
The Stochastic π@ [46] is an extension of the π-calculus which can be used to formalize multi-compartment systems
with a dynamic structure. The syntax of the calculus does not provide the ability to directly describe compartments
(membranes), which are instead associated with channel names. The volume of membranes can change as result of
interactions, and their sizes are taken into account for the simulation, performed by a specialized (multi-compartmental)
version of Gillespie stochastic simulation algorithm. Although the calculus, and its simulation algorithm, can deal with
variable size compartments, they still work at a higher level of abstraction than the Spatial CLS, as it is not possible to
precisely describe the position of entities in space. Moreover, the Stochastic π@ is proposed as a low-level language for the
implementation of bio-inspired calculi, as its usefulness for the direct modeling of biological systems is hampered by the
low-level interaction primitives, and the inability to directly describe membranes in the syntax.
The Imperative π-calculus is an extension of the π-calculus, proposed in [30], which is mainly devoted to the modeling
of dynamic compartments. The Imperative π-calculus embeds an imperative programming language, used to access
variables from a global store. Precisely, each π-calculus channel name is associated with a corresponding variable in
the global store. By representing compartments with different names, it is possible to keep track of the volume of
compartments, and use their values to compute reaction rates. In principle, this approach can also be used to associate
some spatial information with biological entities. However, the calculus still requires a low-level modeling of systems, and
also modeling spatial information would impose a big effort to the modeler in order to correctly implement the wanted
behavior.
In the field of natural computing, P systems [47,11,48] have been defined as a computational formalism based on the
description of interactions inside membranes. Many different variants of P systems have been defined. P systems have also
been applied to the modeling of biological systems [49].
In order to faithfully describe some biological systems, less abstract representations of space than the one provided
by compartments, are needed. Departing a little from computer science formalisms, one of the earliest approaches in
this direction involved the use of differential equations models, which allow the description of many different spatially-
aware biological processes, such as reaction diffusion systems. This kind of models and their extensions has been used, for
example, as the basis formodels of insect dispersal and chemotaxis [34]. Other kinds of spatialmodels involve spatial pattern
formation [34,35]. Since these models are based on continuous variables, they may not be adequate to describe discrete
biological entities.
In computer science, a formalism including spatial features are the Cellular automata (CA) [50]. A cellular automaton
is a discrete dynamical system and a computational formalism based on a finite grid of ‘‘cells’’ (no relation with biological
cells), where cells can be in one of a finite set of different states. Time is discrete, and at each step of the evolution all the
cells change state in accordance with a rule, which is characteristic of the particular cellular automaton model. The rule is
deterministic and ‘‘local’’, in the sense that the new state of a cell is determined only on the basis of the previous states of
the cell itself and of nearby cells. Many variants of cellular automata have been defined.
CAs have been developed as a computational tool inspired by biological behaviors. However, even if their focus has not
been in the modeling of biological systems, they have been later used for this purpose. In this view, CAs are particularly
suitable for describing the evolution of populations of many similar entities, whose behavior is based on local interactions.
For example, they have been used to describe tumor growth [51], showing how a simple rule driving the evolution can lead
to a complex behavior of the whole population. Other extensions of cellular automata, for example including stochasticity,
have also been used [51].
A formalism dealing with spatial aspects of biological systems is SpacePI [28], an extension of the π-calculus with
space and time. SpacePI shows greater similarity with Spatial CLS, as positions in a continuous space (such as R2) are
associated with processes, and processes can move autonomously according to a movement function. In SpacePI, processes
move uniformly (namely on a constant direction with constant speed) during fixed time intervals, at the end of which
they can change direction and speed according to their movement function. The calculus is deterministic and processes
may (and are required to) communicate only when they are close enough, with respect to their euclidean distance.
In particular, an interaction radius is associated with each action (and co-action). Two processes communicate as soon
as the sum of the interaction radii of their complementary actions are equal to the distance between processes. The
SpacePI calculus lacks a stochastic semantics, and, as other π-calculus based formalisms, it is quite low-level. Moreover,
compartments and membranes cannot be directly described, neither it is possible to model the space occupied by a
process.
Another extension of the π-calculus with spatial features is the 3π [29] process algebra. In 3π [29], processes are
embedded in a 3D space but, differently from Spatial CLS, do not occupy any space. The calculus is based on affine geometry,
and processes can interact by exchanging channel names or geometric data. The movement of a process is realized by
applying a frame shift operation (described by an affine map) to the process itself. A peculiarity of the calculus is that a
process has no visibility of its location in the global space, but can nevertheless communicate its position to other processes
which can be used, for example, to compute the distance between two processes. The 3π calculus suffers from the same
shortcomings of otherπ-calculus based formalisms, namely the low-level interaction capabilities, and the difficultmodeling
of membranes. Moreover, there is no notion of the space occupied by the elements.
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8. Conclusions
We have presented the Spatial Calculus of Looping Sequences (Spatial CLS), which extends the Calculus of Looping
Sequences (CLS) by allowing spatial information to be associated with structures. The Spatial CLS formalism enables the
accurate description of those biological processeswhose behavior depends on the exact position of the elements. Spatial CLS
allowswritingmodelswith different levels of abstraction. In particular, it is possible to associate the spatial informationwith
only those elements for which this detailed description is important for modeling their behaviors. As example applications,
we have presented a model of cell proliferation and a model of the quorum sensing process in P. aeruginosa.
In both the examples the use of spatial information allows modeling aspects which cannot be appreciated otherwise. In
the example of cell proliferation we observe the way in which cells arrange themselves during the mitosis and how they
fill the space until no more growth or division can occur. In the example of quorum sensing we can appreciate how the
autoinducer molecules diffuse from bacteria. We can see that the concentration of the autoinducer is much higher near the
bacteria surface than far from them.
Having a formal semantics for describing spatial models using the Spatial CLS enables the development of simulators
whose behavior is precisely defined, which is also particularly important for formal reasoning. The development of
simulators, however, can be quite challenging, as it needs to deal efficiently with the intrinsic complexity of spatial models
of biological processes. Moreover the formal semantics allows the use of verification techniques, like bisimulation [52]. The
application of such formal techniques to Spatial CLS could be subject of future works.
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